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“People ask me what I do in winter when
there’s no baseball. I’ll tell you what I do. I
stare out the window and wait for spring.”
– Rogers Hornsby

T

here is something exhilarating and contagious
about people who are fanatical about their
team/favorite player. It’s positively tribal the
way they will don colorful jerseys, paint their
faces and chest bump strangers with a grunt. I
have never had a ‘team’ although when people find out I
am from Montreal I do the requisite fist pump in the air
and say, “Go Habs Go!”
Star athletes command high salaries and advertising
endorsements, and are adulated for their ability to kick a
ball or throw a ball or hit a ball. It seems kind of crazythey aren’t finding a cure for cancer (I hate that I just
used this cliche!) or a way to end global warming (it’s
real), and yet as a society we treat them as gods.
This is World Cup season and all over the globe people
are getting together to cheer for their favorite team or get
out their office/road rage aggression by yelling at the
opposition. Everyone in Huatulco was out to watch
Mexico beat Germany, eyes glued to big screen TVs, the
streets a blur of green jerseys and a reason to have a beer
at 10AM.
While I personally find it
difficult to muster up much
enthusiasm or nationalism for
a team, I am fully aware of the
value of what I learned playing
sports growing up. The burden
of keeping up when you move
as a team, the value of goalfocus and training preparation
have served me well. When I was rowing in high school
we followed a grueling training schedule for six months
for a month of races. When race season was upon us I
didn’t really care about winning. I mostly cared about
not letting my team down. As we moved elegantly across
the water, the rhythm of our oars plunging with perfect
synchronicity into the water, my gaze on the back of my
teammate’s head in front of me, I felt an incredible peace
and sense of belonging that I have rarely felt since.
This month our writers explore sports: soccer, baseball,
diving. Whatever aspect it is that gets you up early on a
Sunday morning to go cheer for your team or your kid, or
to run your miles for marathon prep, there is no doubt
that while teams may divide us, the drive to move and
accomplish unites us all.
See you next month,

Jane
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An Interview with a Surfer
By Brooke Gazer

S

urfing is Jamie
Tierney's passion.
Growing up in
California, he
learned to surf at
the age of twelve and it has
become a cornerstone of his
life.
After attending film
school, he began making
c o m m e r c i a l s a n d
documentaries involving
surfing and other things
sports-oriented. While
attending school, he worked
for Quiksilver, a company that
designs, produces, and
markets surf gear. This was a
useful contact when he set out
t o p r o d u c e t h o s e
commercials.
Jamie comes frequently to surf the Oaxaca Coast, so I asked
him to compare the waves in Puerto Escondido, Barra de la
Cruz, and San Diego, where he currently lives.
“Well, obviously the temperature is different. The water is 84°F
here while it's only 58°F at home. You don't need a wet suit and
that's a plus.”
He went on to explain that there are three kinds of surfing
beaches: beach breaks, point breaks, and reef or coral breaks.
A Beach Break offers surfable waves that break close to the
shore. The advantage of this is that you don't need to paddle
out for miles to catch a ride. These waves don't always break
softly but wiping out on the sand is far more forgiving than
other alternatives.
If conditions are perfect, a Point Break can create a long wave
as it wraps around a point and runs along the coastline. These
can be more difficult to get onto, but they offer the longest ride.
Surfers consider this “The Perfect Wave”. Another advantage
of a really long wave is that several surfers can ride the same
one without worrying about injuring one another. The rocks on
the headland can be a bit tricky if you lose your board or get
swept into them, but, in the right conditions these waves are
pretty reliable.
Reef (or Coral) Breaks offer incredible rides, but they are also
famous for nasty injuries. If you fall off your board onto coral,
it's going to hurt. You have to paddle out a long way, or even
take a boat ride to reach the area where the waves break. They
offer a long ride… if you don't wipe out on the coral.
According to Jamie, San Diego has both beach break and point
break waves, depending on the time of year. Although it's
colder, the winter is the best time to catch the really good waves
in Southern California. The problem is that too many people
want to surf there, it gets crowded, and that's when accidents
happen. Apparently, some novice surfers don't understand the
proper surf etiquette. The person closest to the wave should
have the right of way.
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Zicatela Beach, located in
Puerto Escondido, is rated
among the world's top ten
surfing beaches. According
to Jamie, “This beach break
is known for its big, hollow,
dangerous waves and is for
experienced surfers only.
There are other less dramatic
beaches around Puerto
Escondido which aren't so
crazy. They are more suitable
for less seasoned surfers.”
About half an hour on the
other side of Huatulco, Barra
de la Cruz is a great point
break beach. Jamie notes
that at Barra, “The waves can
be big, it's still a highperformance surf, but this
beach is suitable for most levels of surfers. It's also not so
crowded, and that's a really nice bonus.”
Jamie used to love surfing around San Diego, but says he
enjoys it less now because there are so many surfers. He comes
here often during the season. “California has currents flowing
from both directions so, in spite of the cold, you can surf there
all year round. The coast of Oaxaca only has surf from April to
early November when the currents from Chile are flowing
north.”
If you are serious about the sport, it is not so much a question
as to IF but rather WHEN, you are going to wipe out and hurt
yourself. So I asked Jamie what was the worst thing he'd
experienced? “In Maui, I broke my nose when my board got
bogged down on a shallow reef.”
Watching someone balancing on a board, skimming the
surface, surging forward, and shooting a curl, I am certain that
it's an exhilarating experience. Those who master it seem to
become addicted to the thrill.
Learning to Hang Ten is strenuous exercise; students need to
have a strong respect for the ocean and to be prepared for
bumps and bruises. Mastering the waves requires
perseverance, practice and patience. Jamie said, “It's possible
to learn when you're older, but this skill is easier to pick up
when you're young.” I'm thinking the same might be said for
learning Spanish - I wish I'd begun that project earlier, when
the grey cells fired more rapidly. So, I´ll take Jamie's advice
and, alluring as it may appear, you won't find me gracefully
skimming along what they refer to as “The Mexican Pipeline.”

Brooke Gazer operates an ocean-view B&B in
Huatulco, www.bbaguaazul.com. She also has a
webpage about Moving to Mexico,
www.brookegazer.com.

Mexico Soccer History
By Armin- SoccerManiak

M

exico was one of the
first Nations to be part
of FIFA, having the
first Mexican National
Squad formed under
Federación Mexicana de Fútbol
Asociación (FMFA) in 1929. Mexico
took part in the very first FIFA World
Cup, being one of the 13 countries to
participate in the 1930 FIFA World
Cup, held in Uruguay.
Mexico
finished the tournament in the last
place with all defeats.
The next forty years (1930-1970) of Mexican soccer went by
with no real success in making soccer as popular as it is today
in Mexico. During this period, professional leagues suffered
from corruption, match fixing and very poor conditions for
players to train in.
For Mexico's national team, this led to poor performance and
little overall soccer success. During the first five World Cups,
Mexico was not even considered a tough opponent, losing all
their games and recording only one win against
Czechoslovakia, in 1962.

That dream was never realized, as
Mexico was eliminated once more in
the Quarter Finals by West
Germany.
Despite not having great success in
the World Cup, Mexico is still
producing world class players and is
considered a tough opponent.
Some of the great soccer players that
came from Mexico include: Javier
Hernandez (Chicharito), Rafael
Marquez, Hugo Sanchez, Jared Borgetti, Cuauhtemoc Blanco,
Luis Hernandez, Giovani dos Santos, Jorge Campos, Carlos
Vela, Luis de la Fuente and too many more to name here.

SoccerManiak is a resource for soccer players,
coaches, parents and anyone else who wants to
learn more about this great sport.
www.soccermaniak.com

This period of Mexican soccer history is considered to be "the
dark ages of soccer".
The 1970 World Cup changed the scope of how soccer was
viewed in Mexico, while the popularity of soccer in the streets of
Mexico grew exponentially.
Mexico hosted the World Cup in 1970, making this one of the
more important stages in the history of Mexican soccer
development.

INVIERTE E IMPULSA
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This World Cup marked the first tournament where Mexico
showed competitiveness and was considered a tough
opponent. Mexico managed to reach the quarter finals of the
1970 World Cup, showing skill and competitiveness
throughout the tournament.
This marked great success for Mexico, and even though they
were eliminated in the quarter finals, the popularity of soccer
grew with every Mexican kid wanting to play this sport after the
World Cup tournament was finished.
The1970 World Cup was a major positive influence on the
history of soccer in Mexico and in the years to come, showing
much promise and increase in popularity among the Mexican
people.
Being a successful host of the 1970 World Cup, Mexico was
awarded the honor of hosting the 1986 World Cup. This World
Cup is perhaps one of the most fun World Cup tournaments to
watch.
By this World Cup, Mexican soccer popularity had grown
drastically and soccer was already considered the number one
sport in Mexico. Having a great national team for the 1986
World Cup, Mexico was considered by many to be one of the
favorites to actually win.

Anunciate con nosotros!
TheEyeHuatulco@gmail.com
Cel.: 958 100 7339
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World Cup Fever!
By Jed Pitman

T

here are moments
in history which are
coupled with the
question, “Where
were you when…?”

I’m thinking of the
assassination of JFK, the
news that Princess Diana had
died in a car crash in Paris,
the 9/11 terrorist attacks in
the USA and, if you are a bit
younger, the day Jay Z and
Beyonce got hitched.
For tens of millions of Mexicans and for many of those who
have moved to this wonderful country, we can now add the
moment – at approximately 10:35AM local time on Sunday,
June 17, 2018 – when Hirving Lozano scored the winning goal
for his country against the World Champions Germany in
Moscow.
Luckily for me, someone was actually videoing the moment of
myself, my hair dyed in the nation’s green, white and red
colours (we struggled with the eagle) and donning a pale
Mexican football shirt, jumping along with all of Huatulco, in
excitement and uncountable joy at this magnificent moment.
Mexico’s own build up to the tournament had been somewhat
indifferent, with their final warm-up match being a tame 2-0
defeat at the hands of Denmark just a week before their
climactic victory over the tournament’s favourites. Indeed, just
12 months prior, also in Russia, El Tri, as they are known, were
humbled by the Germans 4-1 in something called the
Confederations Cup. Even the majority of Mexican supporters
would not have dreamt of a win this time but thanks to some
superb counter-attacking play and some nerve-jangling
defensive work, they did it.
My career back in the UK before I changed course and ended up
here in Huatulco, was largely in sports writing and
broadcasting. I have watched hundreds upon hundreds of
games over the years. In fact, my time off work became
Busman’s Holidays, with me using my leisure time off to watch
some game or other.
But, never before have my emotions been stretched as they
were amongst locals and other ex pats at Ricky’s Bar in town. It
will be a morning (and, as it turned out, an afternoon and
evening) that I will never forget (actually, I don’t think I will ever
remember the evening part).
My heart should be with England in the World Cup yet the
following day I watched them defeat Tunisia and couldn’t really
care less.
I realised how Mexican I have become – or at least want to be.
As I write this I am already counting down until the next game,
second by second. By the time, this is published we will all
know what will have happened.
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Perhaps never will a moment of football in this country be
repeated. After all, Mexicans jumping in jubilation after they
scored in Moscow shook the ground hard enough to set off
earthquake detectors. It was a shock in more than one way.
The Institute of Geological and Atmospheric Investigations
said that highly sensitive sensors registered tremors at two
sites in Mexico City, seven seconds after Lozano’s goal.
Whether you like football or don’t care one jot about it, you
have to admit that is fairly impressive and you too should
always remember where you were when the Mexican people
created their artificial quake.
Heaven knows what might happen if they move on to the
quarter-finals (the dream at the outset) or even beyond. But,
watch out if they do.

Marina Chahue,
Huatulco
Tel. 958 105 1671
Cel. 958 100 7339
Closed Mondays

www.cafejuanitamexico.com

The easiest way...
Call La Moto Amarilla

World Cup
by the numbers...

CEL: 958 143 0743
We run your errandsfast and securely!
8:30am-10:00pm

The 2014 World Cup generated $4.8 billion in revenue for FIFA
compared to $2.2 billion in expenses. Over the four-year cycle,
the event turned a $2.6 billion profit. FIFA made $2.4 billion in
TV rights fees, $1.6 billion in sponsorships, and $527 million
in ticket sales

Plaza Coyula Local 4
Santa Cruz, Huatulco
(behind Banamex)
Tel: 958 100 9998

Italian sculptor Silvio Gazzaniga, who said he is not a diehard
football fan himself but does watch the World Cup final to see
his trophy raised, designed the current trophy in 1971. At the
time, the trophy cost about US$50,000. Today, the trophy is
worth over US$10 million
In 2013, the average cost of a 30-second ad during the 2010
World Cup Final was $389,000. That number is still
significantly less than the cost of a 30-second ad in the Super
Bowl, which hovered around $4 million in Fox's 2014 telecast
of the game.
Brazil's Pelé is the only player to have won three World Cup
winners' medals, with 20 other players who have won two
World Cup medals. Cafu is the only player who has appeared in
3 World Cup finals (winning 2 of them).
Brazil have won five times, and they are the only team to have
played in every tournament. The other World Cup winners are
Germany and Italy, with four titles each; Argentina and
inaugural winner Uruguay, with two titles each; and England,
France and Spain, with one title each.
The estimated worldwide television audience for the 2018
World Cup is 3 billion.
Cost of contracts to kill stray dogs in the host cities ahead of the
finals- 1.5 million USD
Estimated number of international tourists coming to Russia:
500,000

Immigration Consultant
VASQUEZ MOCTEZUMA
Offers you its services:
Face to face and remote counseling
Management of all immigration procedures
Contact us!

044 958 101 4665
perlamoctezuma@hotmail.com
Consultoria Legal Vázquez Moctezuma
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July’s Oaxaca Magical Mushroom Tour:
Feria Regional de Hongos Silvestres
By Alvin Starkman, M.A., J.D.

T

here's never a guarantee of finding hallucinogenic
mushrooms in the wild. Neither the psilocybin hongo
silvestre (wild mushroom) used by folk healer María
Sabina in Oaxaca's Huautla de Jiménez, now
synonymous with the term “magic mushroom,” nor
Alice's wonderful white flecked orange crimson Amanita
muscaria. But searching for wild mushrooms in Oaxaca's
Sierra Norte during the summer rainy season does increase the
likelihood. More importantly, being part of a group of
mushroom and ecotourism aficionados during the annual
Feria Regional de Hongos Silvestres (regional wild mushroom
fair) makes for an extremely enjoyable treasure hunt.
This year's toadstool festival takes place July 21 – 22 in the
Sierra Norte area of Oaxaca, less than an hour and a half's
drive from the state capital. While summertime in Oaxaca is
best known for the Guelaguetza folkloric festival, the mezcal
fair, and the mole festival, the mushroom weekend is fast
becoming a major reason for visiting during the summer.
Mushroom Fair and Ecotourism in Oaxaca's Sierra Norte,
Ixtlán District
The village of San Antonio Cuahimoloyas is perched almost
10,500 feet above sea level in the district of Ixtlán. It's one of
several pueblos mancomunidades (community managed
villages). It can be visited any time of year for hunting
mushrooms, and in fact together with other Ixtlán villages it
forms part of a burgeoning ecotourism region. While an
abundance of species begin to appear at or near pine tree
trunks in April and May, the broadest diversity of hongos is
found beginning in June when the amanitas first emerge, and
continues into October.
Hence the Cuahimoloyas 18th annual Oaxacan Feria Regional
de Hongos Silvestres will be held smack in the middle of prime
mushroom hunting season. Regardless of the time of year, a
local guide trained to identify edible, poisonous and
hallucinogenic mushrooms must accompany those wanting to
trek through the woods; whether for hiking or searching out
toadstools.
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My Hunt for Hongos Silvestres at a Cuahimoloyas
Mushroom Fair
Isauro, a lifetime resident of Cuahimoloyas, was our guide /
resident mycologist. Nine of us accompanied him on a fourhour trek down into river valleys and up over hills, under cedar
fence posts, across fields of light bush and diverse outcrops of
brilliantly painted wildflowers, along agave-lined dirt roads,
and through corn fields under cultivation.
We encountered mushrooms in each and every microenvironment, including tiny brilliant orange hongos peeping
their pinhead tops out of fallen pine trunks. “There are about
ten types of those pequenitos [tiny ones], all different colors,”
Isauro explains, “so let's see how many we can find.”
“How many species are there in this area?” I ask, shocked at
the answer I'm about to hear. “Oh, I suppose we can find 200 or
more if we're lucky and we really want to win the contest,” he
eggs us on.
Each group of hongo aficionados is accompanied by its own
Isauro. Just over half of the approximately 170 attendees out
for the hike are residents of Oaxaca, the rest tourists. Some
groups prefer hikes requiring minimal stamina, others take a
more difficult route, and then there are groups like ours, in
theory the younger or more active participants, or perhaps the
more curious or mycologically inclined. But even the twentyyear-olds would struggle from time to time, no less than this
sixty-year-old.
“Those negritos [little black ones] are edible. They're great
marinated in vinegar. But there are some other bigger black
ones, hard to find, that we might encounter if we climb up that
hill towards those tall trees.” Isauro picks up a smallish
darkened pine cone: “They look like this, and if we find them
it'll help us win.”

Time and again one of us points to a mushroom, thinking we'd
already placed that specie in one of our three large wicker
handled baskets. But Isauro would often show us a different
gilled underside, point to no band around the stock, or explain
another distinguishing feature. Then a minute later the
opposite might occur: “That's the same type as this, except the
color is a bit different,” or “that one looks different because it's
already starting to decompose.”
As we walk along paths, some of my new-found friends hum
and sing, as if on a leisurely Easter egg hunt. My eyes catch a
large yellow mushroom, half-hidden under pine needles. I call
out for Isauro. We already had it. But beside my boot there's a
much smaller pale green hongo: “Right there, at your foot, we
don't have that one,” he excitedly exhorts.
Ten minutes later he perks up once again: “This one is in the
flyer, see over here.” I examine our color brochure illustrating
about 15 species, each with a photo, taxonomic name and
identifying features. Into the basket it goes. A few yards away I
almost pick up cow turd while anxiously looking for those rare
black mushrooms.
“If you squeeze this hongo smoke will come out of a little hole in
the top; watch.” In unison a great “wow” comes over us. Then
moments later, “That one's not really poisonous; it's
hallucinogenic, but the one that Silvia is coming to show us is
toxic, but not that much.”
After three hours, despite baskets nicely filling with a rainbow
of color, we're still finding new varieties. María has been
gingerly placing the tiny most delicate hongos we'd
encountered into a small felt jewelry box she by chance had
brought along.
“This one looks like a big onion, doesn't it? It's great with a
little salt and epazote [an aromatic wild herb used in a great
deal of Oaxacan cookery]. And this hongo, a trompeta
[trumpet], is delicious fried in batter and eaten with rajas
[sliced marinated chiles and vegetables].”
Losing the pathway, we hike along a bed of pine needles
crunching beneath our feet. Vines and other growth close in.
Too bad I don't have a machete to clear a way for us, but that's
illegal. Nothing can be disturbed. There's a remarkable
absence of plastic bottles, pop cans and other telltale signs of
prior human traffic through the forest.

Excitement builds. Isauro disagrees with the judges'
determinations from time to time, but consensus is always
reached, sometimes in consultation with a colleague
mycologist. Our team to a member looks on. Another group's
hongo total is 207. Must be the winner I figure. However our
counting continues beyond; 208, 209, 225, upward and
onward. We weigh in at 254. The din begins, even from those in
the know. Can 254 possibly be topped? One last group's total
is yet to be tallied; 237, 238, and finally 239. Our team wins
and cheers aloud.
At the awards ceremony our group takes the prize for highest
number of species. In the best single mushroom category, the
prize goes not to a spectacular, oversized Amanita muscaria
specimen, but to a much smaller yet rarer mushroom with
excellent flavor, a species of morel.
After our hongo dinner, we're off to the cabins for the evening,
knowing that tomorrow will bring another full day of hongos
silvestres; not another hunt, but rather workshops, booths for
shopping and traditional Oaxacan cooks anxious to prepare all
manner of mushroom delicacies for our meals.
To reserve, contact Expediciones Sierra Norte
http://sierranorte.org.mx, but if language is an issue email
Johann Mathieu: micologica.oaxaca@gmail.com. For more
information about mushroom workshops in the Sierra Norte,
go to www.micologica.mex.tl.
Alvin Starkman's 1974 Honors thesis was about hallucinogenic
mushrooms. He now owns and operates Mezcal Educational
Excursions of Oaxaca (www.mezcaleducationaltours.com).

Mezcal
Educational Excursions of Oaxaca TM/MR
While in the state capital, learn about this century's
most coveted spirit by spending a day with recognized

The Return to Base Camp for the Contest Results
Four hours into our hike, along a potholed dirt road only
minutes from base camp, we're still looking, and,
miraculously, still finding mushrooms, under moss, beneath
ground hugging agave leaves and emerging from fallen
branches. Back at camp we reunite with the other groups.
Each displays its bounty so that the contest judges can
determine highest number of mushroom species and best
mushroom overall – out of perhaps 2,000.

authority Alvin Starkman. Visit rural artisanal
distilleries (palenques) using both ancestral clay pot
and traditional copper stills. For novices and
aficionados alike. Sample throughout your excursion
with no obligation to buy.

www.mezcaleducationaltours.com
mezcaleducationaltours@hotmail.com
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The Great American Game:
South of the Border
By Carole Reedy

he New Yorker writer Katy
Waldman describes the
baseball field as “a place of
illusion and possibility.”
Fans old and young will
agree. The sport of baseball, known to
many as the Great American Game, is
met with as much enthusiasm here in
the southern portion of North
America as it is by our gringo
neighbors in the north. Admittedly
it's not as popular in Mexico as the
beloved futbol (soccer to US fans). But
be it Big League or Little League, the
hearts of men, women, and children skip a beat when they hear
the words that start every baseball game: PLAY BALL!

T

There are 16 teams at present,
divided geographically into ZONA
NORTE and ZONA SUR, with eight
teams in each. The teams represent
16 of the 32 states. As is custom, a
fan usually roots for the home-town
team, but there are exceptions. For
example, Mexico City used to have
two teams: The Diablo Rojos and the
Tigres. The Tigres moved to
Quintana Roo, but some die-hard
fans here in the distrito can't seem to
switch loyalties to the Diablos.
Therefore, when the Tigres are the
visiting team in Mexico City, half the crowd is cheering for
them. Notably, those games are always sold out.

Even in Mexico the crowd and umpire alike shout PLAY BALL!
at the start of the game, no translation needed.

The majority of the players are young, enthusiastic Mexican
men, but there are also some from Cuba and the Caribbean,
along with retired players from the Major League in the US.

In an essay from 1973, Philip Roth describes the game as “a
kind of secular church that reaches into every class and region
of the nation and binds us together in common concerns,
loyalties, rituals, enthusiasms, and antagonisms,” a thought
that holds true regardless in what country the game is played.
The Mexican League (LMB) could be viewed as a cousin to
baseball in the US. We have the same genetic structure, but
with some variations. For example, when we play a double
header, we play two games of seven innings each. Our season is
shorter, usually mid-March through mid-August, followed by
playoffs and finals.
This year a new schedule has been initiated. There will be two
seasons, April through June (complete with playoffs and finals)
and then another from July through September. There's also a
seventh inning stretch with a bastardized version of “Take Me
Out to the Ballgame,” the same tune enthusiastically played on
the organ, but with different words and sung in Spanish.
And, yes, there are hot dogs and beer, but the more popular
food to accompany the shouts of “Umpire, pendejo!” is a plate of
tacos de cochinita pibil with a Corona or Modelo Negro cerveza.
One significant difference: in Mexico there is no last call for
beer or tequila. You can drink and eat well after the last ball of
the final inning is pitched. The celebration continues in the
park, especially on weekends. Music lovers will enjoy the
variety and decibel level of the extra entertainment that
accompanies the games.
History and current day Mexican League
Founded in 1925, the Mexican League is the longest-running
professional league in Mexico, a class Triple-A league in
organized Minor League Baseball, just one grade below Major
League Baseball.
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Mexico's most famous player is Fernando
Valenzuela, the youngest of 12 children
born in Etchohuaquila in the state of
Sonora, Mexico. Although many majorleague-team scouts came to Mexico with
an eye on Valenzuela, it was Los Angeles
Dodgers scout Mike Brito who suggested
the Dodgers gamble on the young pitcher
and bought out his contract with the
Mexican Baseball League for $120,000
US. El Toro, his nickname, went on to set
Major League records, and for Mexicans
he remains a hero. Coincidentally, he
bought the Tigres team of Quintana Roo
in 2017.
The names of the teams in Mexico
are at times as mysterious as the
ones for the Major League. “Where
did that name come from?” many
wonder. The choice of mascots
accompanying the teams often
evokes the same question.
Mexicans love their mascots. In
fact, in Mexico City we have two. Our tried-and-true wolf
Rocco now has a girlfriend, Rocci, who, along with Rocco leads
the crowd in cheers as well as performing entertaining antics
during the game.
Mexican games are loud, full of music, singing, and even
dancing in the crowd. The umpires take a lot of grief, but the
crowd is sympathetic and supportive of good plays and injured
players. Sure, you can watch the game on the internet or TV,
but there's nothing that compares to jumping out of your seat
in the company of a few hundred other fans in anticipation of
that long ball headed toward the outfield wall.

Basketball in Southern Mexico
By Julie Etra

M

exico is not known for
c o m p e t i t i v e
basketball. It was
introduced into Mexico
in 1902 thanks to
Guillermo Spencer, who directed the
Methodist Institute in Puebla, the
organization that sponsored the first
unofficial event in that same year.
Three years later, the first
professional match took place. It
makes sense that Mexico, with its
close proximity to the United States,
would take up the very popular US
sport. To date, it is fourth in
popularity, behind football, (known as
soccer outside of Mexico) baseball,
and boxing.
Closer to Huatulco, have you ever
noticed, en route to the waterfalls,
coffee fincas, or Bahia San Augustine,
for example, the ever-present
basketball court?
I have never seen a net on the hoops,
never mind anyone actually playing
basketball. My good friend Lupe
Becerra, who leads tours of the
surrounding pueblos, explained to me
that the courts are not used primarily
for sports, but rather for all sorts of
community events such as school
functions, baptisms, weddings, quinceañeras, community
meetings, religious celebrations, and even vaccinations. Lupe
further explained to me that a Dr. Heriberto Jarquín, some
decades back, had a particular interest in basketball and
hence initiated the tradition of the courts in coastal
communities. He and his wife made their home in the Bajos de
Coyula and Arenal, and, as a physician, focused on improving
nutrition, sanitation, and sports, perhaps including
basketball.
Lupe also informed me of active boys, girls, men, and women
teams in Huatulco. Then my good friend Doreen Woelfel told
me about the Triquis, an unusual but highly competitive youth
team with an extraordinary story. The following information
comes from three news publications, the Chicago Tribune, the
LA Times, and Mexico News Daily.
In 2013, a team of children from Oaxaca gained instant fame
after winning an international basketball tournament in
Argentina, with many of its players competing barefoot. The
“Niños Triquis,” a team of indigenous Triqui-speaking
children, from remote mountainous regions where basketball
has been played for generations, have racked up
championships around the world. Although a few players
prefer playing barefoot because they feel lighter, the primary
reason was lack of financial resources when the team was
founded, according to their coach, Sergio Zúñiga.

In 2010, Zuñiga launched the team
with little fanfare. Zuñiga, a native of
Mexico City wanted to inspire
indigenous kids from isolated villages
to stay in school. Too many dropped
out at as young as six or seven to work
in the fields. Then they came north
with relatives to find work in the United
States (prior to the reign of Donald
Trump). "When you hardly have food
and all you know is hard labor," Zuñiga
had told the LA Times, "it's hard to stay
motivated.”
The Academy of Indigenous Basketball
is now located in five regions across the
state of Oaxaca and provides about
2,000 children with the opportunity for
an education and to play sports. In
order to participate, players are
expected to maintain a B+ average in
school and help with household
chores.
Members of the team have also been
invited to play and study in other
countries, including Germany and the
U.S., and even played a short 5-on-5
match with members of the San
Antonio Spurs of the NBA, when the
team visited Mexico City.
The Triqui students were promised an
indoor basketball court by the federal government, it was to be
built in their native community of Santiago Juxtlahuaca in the
Mixtec region of the state. But the 15-million-peso (US $1.15
million) project had reportedly been abandoned.
Since then, however, the Triqui have a new school. The
Instituto México de Huatulco (IMH), a private school for
students from preschool to secondary levels, stepped in to offer
a full scholarship to 32 Triqui children.
The IMH offers a bilingual education (English and Spanish)
and has traditionally been the preferred school for children of
local business people. The Triqui children often have to travel
abroad, but the school offers online courses so they can
continue their studies. After the school day is over, the Triqui
children spend two hours training. They have to work hard to
overcome cultural differences and for many, Spanish is their
second language. Third-grade student Isabella Martínez says
in broken Spanish that she wants to be famous, like her
basketball-playing older brother Bernabé, a member of the
Triqui team, but her dream is to be a lawyer.
The school's principal, Tere Zimbrón, acknowledged that
everyone, students and teachers, “are going through a process.
These are two cultures, two different ways of life, and we must
all be sensitive if we're to overcome our differences, all with the
hope of giving [the Triqui children] a better future.”
In 2016, the team won the Barcelona Cup, an international
youth basketball tournament, defeating teams from France,
Spain and Belgium, but this time wearing shoes provided by
federal authorities.
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Mexico's Olympic Diving Team
By Marcia Chaiken and Jan Chaiken

A

lthough futbol or, as
the Americans say,
soccer, is the most
popular sport in
Mexico, every four
years people around the
country gather in front of TVs
to cheer on another sports
team, their Olympic diving
team. Mexican athletes have
participated in the Olympics in
all games since those hosted by
Paris in 1924. And they have
won at least one medal in all
summer games since 1932 in
the Los Angeles Olympics. The
Mexican athletes most likely to
medal are the members of the
diving team. Over all Olympic Summer Games, the Mexico
diving teams have won 14 medals. The only Mexican
Olympians who have come close to that are Mexican boxers,
who have taken home a total of 13 medals.
If you know about the professional Mexican cliff divers in
Acapulco and the high-platform diving
into cenotes that takes place in the State
of Quintana Roo, you might surmise that
Mexicans have been diving for centuries
and that the Olympic divers are following
an ancient tradition. However, it's not so.
Diving off the cliffs in Acapulco began in
the 1930s, and cenote diving began even
more recently and was started by
foreigners.
Moreover, Mexican high
diving involves plunges of 30 or more
meters, but the highest platform in the
Olympics competitions is only 10 meters
above the water.
Originally, when diving was first introduced at the Olympics in
1904, only men could compete and there were just two types of
dives: a simple dive off a 10-meter platform and a plunge for
underwater distance. Mexican divers would have had a
distinct advantage in the latter event since traditional,
centuries-old diving in Mexico involved deep underwater diving
for pearls. However, Mexico did not send athletes to the 1904
Olympics and by the time the 1924 Paris Olympics arrived, the
plunge for distance had disappeared forever from the diving
competitions.
Modern Olympic diving teams, both men's and women's teams,
compete in four types of events: individual and synchronized
dives from the 10-meter platform and individual and
synchronized dives from the 3-meter springboard. These
athletes are trained more as aerial gymnasts than as water
athletes and spend most of their practice time on dry land. In
addition to starting a dive facing the water or facing away from
the water, a standard start position is from a hand stand, and
the duration and position of the hand stand is judged as an
important part of the overall score.
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Once airborne, divers are
judged on the height they
initially achieve, their
proximity to the springboard
or platform (close but not
dangerously close), the
number and difficulty of
twists and somersaults they
perform and the position of
their body, arms and legs
during these maneuvers, and
finally their ability to enter the
water with their legs perfectly
perpendicular to the surface
with essentially no splash.
Sounds easy, right?
Now
imagine the same moves being
performed in tandem during
the synchronized platform and springboard events.
Given the short duration of time they are actually in the air
(less than 2 seconds for the 10-meter dive), and the increasing
complexity and difficulty of dives they perform, these athletes
provide a challenge to physicists as well as thrilling their
audience. Many scientific papers have been written about the
underlying dynamics of complex dives. For example, the
divers must put exactly the desired amount of spin into their
body at the moment they leave the platform, and then
maneuver so that they are not rotating so fast as they enter the
water. Understanding physics helps coaches to make
seemingly minor adjustments in their divers' positions that
allow them to accomplish dives of
substantially greater difficulty. Since
1948 the diving coaches in Mexico seem
to have gotten the physics down pat.
Of course, it helps the coaches to have a
super athlete like Joaquín Capilla Peréz.
Capilla won more Olympic medals than
any other person from Mexico. Born in
Mexico City in 1928, he first competed in
the 1948 London games and took home
the bronze medal for the platform dive.
He was once again on the podium for his
platform diving in Helsinki in 1952 – but
this time for the silver medal. And he capped off his career in
1956 in Melbourne with two medals; the bronze for the
springboard and for the platform – the gold!
Four years after Capilla won the springboard bronze, another
Mexico City native, 19-year-old Juan Botella Medina,
duplicated this accomplishment at the 1960 games in Rome,
also taking home the bronze. Another member of the Mexico
dive team, Álvaro Gaxiola Robles, was hot on Botella's heels,
taking fourth place – but no medal. Gaxiola also did not medal
in 1964 – but when competing in the 1968 Mexico City
Olympics, with over 4000 people watching and the
hometowners cheering him on, Gaxiola completed his third
Olympic games with a silver medal for the platform dive
hanging around his neck.

Mexico's women's diving team began to demonstrate its
prowess at a much later date than the men's. Although in
1968 the track and field athlete, Norma Enriqueta Basilio, was
the first woman ever to light the Olympic Cauldron, it wasn't
until 2008 that the women's team medaled. That year, in
Beijing, Paola Espinosa Sánchez from La Paz, South Baja
California, and Tatiana Ortiz Galicia, another Mexico City
native, took home bronze medals for the synchronized platform
event. This was a major victory, since the Chinese women's
team virtually dominated this event.
Espinosa went on to the London Games in 2012 with a new
partner from Guadalajara, Alejandra Orozco Loza, and
together they won the silver medal for their synchronized
platform dives. At the same games, Laura Sánchez Soto won
the bronze from the 3-meter springboard. This was Laura's
first medal at her third Olympic participation and the first time
a member of the Mexico women's dive team won a medal at an
individual event. The Mexican divers were on fire in London;
Iván García Navarro and Germán Sánchez Sánchez also took
home silver medals for their men's synchronized platform
dives. Four years later, in the Rio Olympics, Sánchez added to
his medal collection by winning the silver in the individual
men's platform event.
Although the 2016 Olympic diving teams did not match the
performances of the 2012 teams, in the World Cup event held
in Rio in which divers qualified for the Olympics, the divers
from Mexico performed so successfully that they were invited
by President Peña Nieto to a special reception in their honor.
At the reception the President commented: "It is a triumph for
you personally, it is a triumph for the team and it is a source of
great pride for Mexico."
We're looking forward to cheering on Mexico's Olympic diving
team in 2020 in Tokyo.

Marina Chahue, Huatulco
Tel. 958 105 1671
Cel. 958 100 7339
Closed Mondays

Join Us for Brunch!
Sundays 9am- 3pm

www.cafejuanitamexico.com
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Cool Runnings –
Cheering Mexico at the Winter Olympics
By Deborah Van Hoewyk

A

rdent sports fans
among the snowbirds
and ex-pats from
NORTH North America
are often devoted to the
sports of the Winter Olympics,
fiercely cheering on Team Canada
or Team USA in one or another, or
all, the 15 different winter events.
But did you know, you could also
cheer on Team Mexico?
And
someday soon, or maybe not so
soon, you might even be able to
cheer on a Mexican curling team?
At the 2018 Winter Olympics in
Pyeongchang, South Korea, Mexico
was represented by a team of 4 – all
skiers – decked out in gear that celebrated the Day of the Dead
with flowered skulls on a black background.
First a little bit about the guy who
designed those racing suits, who is
certainly Mexico's most colorful Olympic
athlete.
Hubertus Von HohenloheLangenburg, 59, was born in Mexico to
parents who happened to be German
royalty – his dad, Prince Alfonso of
Hohenlohe-Langenburg, who held the
M e x i c a n c o n c e s s i o n f o r
Volkswagen,while his mom, Princess Ira
von Fürstenburg, formally known as
Virginia Carolina Theresa Pancrazia
Galdina Preinzessin zu Fürstenburg,
married Prince Alfonso when she was 15.
Because of her age, they had to get a papal dispensation; the
wedding was the centerpiece of a 16-day party for 400 people.
Hubertus was born in Mexico City on February 2, 1959, and
the marriage ended in 1960 when the princess ran off with a
Brazilian playboy named Francisco “Baby” Pignatari. Another
papal dispensation in 1969 finally annulled the Alonso-Ira
marriage. The princess was also an actress, a jewelry designer,
a PR rep for a European fashion designer – i.e., European
socialite.
Hubertus followed in his mom's footsteps, who in addition to
representing Mexico as an Alpine skier, has put in his time as a
pop singer known as Andy Himalaya; he's produced a few pop
tunes as well. Not to mention being a businessman, a
photographer (he once did a shoot of scantily clad “snowbunnies” entitled “Ski Instructors”), bon vivant, etc., etc. In
another self-produced video, “Undiscovered Streets,” his Andy
Himalaya vocals back up nothing but a series of his worst ski
crashes. Nonetheless, Hohenlohe has skied for Mexico at six
Winter Olympics (1984, 1988, 1992, 1994, 2010, 2014 – in a
mariachi-themed racing suit), but has never medaled. He has
also represented Mexico in international competitions, putting
in 13 seasons in the World Cup races and making 17 teams for
the World Championships. Medals? Nope. He skis for Mexico
because he believes that the “flame of the exotic countries”
needs to be kept alive—those would be the tropical countries
with no history of winter sports.
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Mexican teams participate in the
Olympics, particularly the
Summer Olympics—you can
read about their success in
diving events elsewhere in this
issue. In fact Mexico first went to
the Summer Olympics in 1900,
took a break, and has then
participated in every one since
1924. Over the years, Mexico
has garnered 69 medals: 13
gold, 24 silver, and 32 bronze.
That would be 14 medals in
diving; 13 in boxing; 11 in
“athletics” (comprising track and
field events) ; 7 each in
taekwando and equestrian
events; 3 in weightlifting; 2 each
in swimming, archery, cycling, and polo; and 1 apiece in
soccer, basketball, pentathlon, fencing, shooting, and
wrestling.
Mexico was the host country for the Summer Olympics in
1968, made noteworthy by one of the most explicit political
statements ever to occur at the Olympics, one that could be
thought of as an early version of “taking a knee” in the NFL. In
the 200-meter race, African-American athletes from Team
USA, Tommie Smith and John Carlos, won the gold and bronze
medals, respectively (Smith set a world record for the event).
The silver medalist was Peter Norman of Australia. All three
athletes wore badges representing the Olympic Project for
Human Rights; Norman did so to protest his country's White
Australia Policy, a name given after the fact to a series of
exclusionary policies to limit non-white immigration. Once
the medalists mounted the podium and the US national
anthem began, Smith and Carlos bowed their heads, raised
their black-gloved fists, and held them up until the anthem
concluded. Later, Smith was to say that it was not a black
power salute, but a “human rights salute.” Both Smith and
Carlos went shoeless, wearing only black socks as a
representation of black poverty.
The International Olympic Committee, in the person of its
president Avery Brundage (the only American president ever to
have presided over the Committee), moved to suspend Smith
and Carlos from the US team and evicted from the Olympic
Village. The US Olympic committee refused, and Brundage
said he would ban the entire team. The US caved, and Smith
and Carlos were expelled from the games. Brundage was also
president of the International Olympic Committee in 1936,
where he notably raised no objection to the Nazi salutes that
characterized the Berlin games. He was still in notable
sympathy with the Nazis even after World War II began, and,
thirty years later, one of the aims of the Olympic Project for
Human Rights was to drive him out of office. Smith and Carlos
were awarded the Arthur Ashe Courage Award in 2008 for their
action; they served as pallbearers for Norman when he passed
away in 2006.

In 1984 (Sarajevo), 1994
(Lillehammer), 2010
(Vancouver), and 2014 (Sochi),
the only athlete to represent
Mexico was Hubertus
Hohenlohe. Because of him,
Mexican athletes concentrate on
skiing, mostly Alpine skiing – in
2018, Team Mexico competed in
the men's and women's giant
slalom, men's slalom, women's
super-G (slalom based on speed
more than finesse). One person
did compete in cross-country
skiing (men's 15 km freestyle)
and one in men's slopestyle (downhill course with obstacles).
Like most
Whether Mexico will continue to compete in the Winter
Olympics now that Hohenlohe is “aging out” of competition
remains to be seen. But wait! Remember curling? Mexican
curling? Team Mexico?
It's out there, struggling to get organized. After a bit of a false
start around 2012, the Mexican Federation of Curling has
come back to life on Facebook (google Curling México), and on
March 12 was looking for support: “This is a grassroots effort
to form a national Mexican curling team, open to anyone living
anywhere who has eligible Mexican heritage.”
But back to being an exotic country at the Winter Olympics.
Mexico has sent a total of 46 athletes to 9 of the winter games:
1928, 1984, 1988, 1992, 1994, 2002, 2010, 2014, 2018. The
only ones Hohenlohe missed were 1928 (obviously), 2002, and
2018, that latter being the one for which he designed the Day of
the Dead racing suits.

Originally organized by four people with connections to Mexico,
one of them actually born in Jalisco, the Mexican Federation of
Curling is located in California, but its goal is international
competition – including the Winter Games. It has a long road
ahead. Isn't there a Canadian team out there ready to sister up
and support their effort?

Calendar
On the Coast Recurring Events:

Oaxaca City Recurring Events:

AA Meetings:

Open AA Meetings (English)
Members of all 12 Step Programs Welcome
Mondays and Thursdays 7 pm
Saturdays 9 am
303B Rayon near corner of Fiallo

English AA, Huatulco, Calle Flamboyant 310, La
Crucecita, Wednesday 7:15pm- 8:15pm
Info: B. Wiles 958 117 5957
English AA, Puerto Escondido, Cafecito
Rinconada, Thursday 6pm
English Al-Anon, Puerto Escondido, Cafecito
Rinconada, Saturday 4:30pm
Weekly Markets
Pochutla Market- Every Monday

July
Saturday, July 7th
Huatulco’s Organic Market Santa Cruz 8am-2pm
Saturday, July 14th
Huatulco’s Organic Market Santa Cruz 8am-2pm
Sunday, July 29th
Encuentro de Cocineros - Local cooks gather with
sample dishes to raise money for local charities.
Santa Cruz Park, 2pm - 150 pesos

Al-Anon (English)
Tuesdays 10:30 am
303B Rayon near corner of Fiallo
Religious Services
Holy Trinity Anglican Episcopal Church
Sundays 10:30 am
Crespo 211 (between Morelos and Matamoros)
Liturgy followed by coffee hour. Information 951514-3799
Religious Society of Quaker Friends Meeting,
Saturdays 10 am Free. All are welcome. For more
information and location, contact:
janynelyons@hotmail.com
Weekly Markets
Etla Market, Every Wednesday
Tlacolula Market, Every Sunday
Biking
Oaxaca is More Beautiful on a Bicycle, Wednesday,
Friday, Saturday & Sunday - 9 to 10:30 pm Free,
Meet in front of Santo Domingo Church. Rental
bicycles available at Mundo Ceiba, Quintana Roo
201. You must bring a passport or Oaxacan
credentials. They have tandems, too!
Ethnobotanical Garden Tours in English
Weekly - Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday - 11 am
$100 pesos. Entrance Reforma and Constitutión.
Bridge
Tuesday Bridge Game at Oaxaca Lending Library,
Pino Suarez 519, $20 pesos, no partner necessary,
starting at 1:00PM
Garden Club
Monthly - 1st Wednesday Free
The Oaxaca Garden Club is dedicated to: learning,
sharing and education about gardening, agriculture
and nature, primarily in Oaxaca. To receive the
monthly notices of activities, send an email to
oaxaca.garden.club@gmail.com
Hiking
(http://www.hoofingitinoaxaca.com/) is a program
of weekly hikes for adventurous gringos who hanker
to explore this part of Mexico on foot. Reservations
required.
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Chiles&Chocolate
Cooking Classes
Huatulco, Oaxaca

The best way to learn about a culture is through its food.
CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
TUESDAY- By the Sea
-Ceviche
-Oven Roasted Shrimp Seasoned
-Baja-style Fish Tacos
-Shrimp Mousse
-Michelada with Clamato
WEDNESDAY- Mama’s Kitchen
-Black Mole- This is the most exquisite and
complicated Mexican salsa.
-Yellow Mole
-served with Rice and Chicken
-Mezcal Margarita
THURSDAY-Fiesta- Perfect recipes for
your next party!
-Poblano and Nopales Empanadas
- Jicama Salad
-Beef Tamales in Corn Husk
-Rum Horchata

Chiles&Chocolate Cooking Classes offer a delicious culinary and
cultural experience that explore a variety of Southern Mexican
cuisine. Our hands-on classes ensure you will leave prepared to
recreate the dishes when you get home.
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Small Groups
Hands-on
Instruction in English
Recipe Manual
Free Gift Bag
Lunch and Drinks Included
All classes start at 9:30am
Transportation Included

Cost: $85 USD per person
Cooking Classes are 3-4 hours
Zimatan, Huatulco

Tel. 958 105 1671

Cel. 958 100 7339

chiles.chocolate@yahoo.com
www.huatulco-catering.com

FRIDAY- Street Food- A great intro to
Mexican Food.
-Salsas
-Handmade Tortillas
-2 types of soft tacos fillings
-Sopes
-Tlayudas
-Jamaica Margaritas

